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Introduction 
In the wild world of barbecue, smoking is one technique that’s been 
around for ages. Early humans used the technique to preserve food 
in order to survive. These days, smoking has grown to become highly 
valued for it’s ability to add complex flavor to a wide variety of foods 
beyond meat. In most cases, smoking is accomplished by using large 
amounts of wood chips or pellets to cook food at a low temperature 
over an extended period of time. Items such as ribs, brisket, and 
shoulder cuts become extremely tender and flavorful using a smoker.

Until recently, smoking meats and other foods have been limited 
as an outdoor method, but thanks to modern technology we’re 
now able to smoke foods in the comfort of our own kitchens. 
One excellent way to smoke food in your kitchen is by using the 
KitchenQue™ stovetop smoker. A stovetop smoker allows you to 
use minimal amounts of wood to infuse huge smoked flavor to 
whatever you’re cooking. In this book, we’ll take an in-depth look 
at how indoor smokers operate and how to successfully use them to 
enhance the flavor of your food. 

When using a stovetop smoker, you’ll want to ensure you have 
proper ventilation in your kitchen. Having an exhaust hood over 
your stove that vents directly outside is preferred, but in most cases 
an open window and a small fan will prevent excess smoke from 
hanging around your kitchen.
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Technique 
When getting started smoking indoors, it's helpful to be aware of a 
few aspects of the technique. 

The recipes in this book call for a modest amount of wood chips. 
Because your stovetop smoker is capable of infusing big smoke flavor 
with just a small amount of wood, using large quantities of wood 
isn’t necessary and may produce more smoke than your kitchen fan 
can remove.

The cook times for most of these recipes are fairly short. Your 
stovetop smoker is capable of operating at temperatures of over 
400°F, which will allow you infuse smoke flavor while cooking at  
a faster pace.

Controlling the temperature of your stovetop smoker is as easy as 
adjusting the burner that the smoker sits on. You’ll find that with 
just a little experimentation it’s easy to maintain a consistent target 
temperature throughout the entire cooking process.

Infusing Smoke Flavor
When using the stovetop smoker, how much smoke flavor you 
infuse your food with is entirely up to you. Foods like salmon or 
chicken can sometimes taste better with a perceptible yet mild smoke 
flavor, while foods like pork, beef ribs, brisket or steak can stand up 
to heavy smoke infusion. Most of these recipes call for wood chips 
to be placed in the smoker from the start of the cooking process, but 
the smoker was also designed to allow you to add more wood chips 
while cooking to increase flavor.
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wet Smoking vs. Dry Smoking
The KitchenQue™ Stovetop Smoker provides you with two options 
for cooking: dry smoking and wet smoking. 

DRY SMOKING is best-suited for food that needs only a small 
amount of smoke and requires a short cooking time. You can 
set up the KitchenQue for dry smoking by loading the base with 
InstaSmoke™ (see page viii), placing the drip pan on top of the base, 
followed by the grate with your food. 

WET SMOKING is ideal for cooking tougher cuts of meat, such as 
ribs and brisket. This technique helps speed up the cooking time 
and keeps the meat juicy. The setup is the same as dry smoking, 
except that 1 cup of water is added to the drip tray.

Combination Cooking Methods
Your stovetop smoker is also the perfect way to finish foods that 
aren’t normally cooked in a smoker. Whether its something you’re 
cooking using your oven or sous-vide circulator, this smoker is the 
perfect tool to add a smoky finish to anything you cook. Simply 
setup the smoker with your desired flavor of wood and smoke the 
item you’re cooking briefly—either before or after you place it in 
the oven or water bath. Using this technique, the possibilities are 
endless.
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The Anatomy of Your Smoker

Top Handle

Thermometer

Hood

Grill Grate

Drip Tray

Base
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RIB RACK

Rib racks are a great tool to maximize space,  
allowing you to cook more ribs in the same 
amount of space. This rack holds four sections 
of ribs upright, so you can accomodate an 
entire rack of ribs in your smoker.

MESH SMOKING SCREEN

The mesh smoking screen allows you to smoke 
anything that would normally fall through the 
standard rack included with your oven. Items 
like nuts, grains and smaller cuts of vegetables 
are perfect for smoking on the mesh screen. 

RISER

The riser allows for six additional inches of 
cooking room in the KitchenQue™, enough to 
cook a large turkey vertically. It can also hold a 
second grate (included) to allow for two tiers of 
smoking space!

Smoker Accessories

INSTASMOKE™ 

InstaSmoke™ pouches are the smoking fuel 
you need to infuse smoke into your foods 
while using the stovetop smoker. Each pouch 
contains approximately 3 oz. of finely cut 
wood chips. Flavor choices include Cherry, 
Apple, Mesquite, and Hickory.
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CHERRY

Cherry wood produces a slightly sweet and fruity smoke that 
pairs well with pork or poultry. These chips work especially 
well in any recipe that uses fruits or sweet flavors.

HICKORY

One of the most commonly-used smoking woods. The sweet, 
strong bacon flavor is a natural complement for many meats, 
including pork (and especially ribs), poultry, and beef.

Wood Types 

APPLE

Apple wood produces a more dense smoke than cherry, but 
also imparts a slightly fruity smoke flavor on foods. Apple 
wood also happens to be the strongest of the fruit woods and 
works well on a wide variety of meats.

MESQUITE

Mesquite wood has a strong flavor that tastes a bit earthy. 
Meats that are more rich in flavor such as steaks, game meats 
and duck or lamb do well under Mesquite smoke.



APPLE

HICKORY

MESQUITE

CHERRY

Choosing the Perfect Wood
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Smoked Sausages with Ale Mustard

Method:

Mix whole grain mustard with beer and set aside. Slice sausage links 
into ½ in. rounds and place them onto the smoking rack. Load 
2 Tbsp. InstaSmoke beneath the drip tray and place the drip tray 
and grate into the smoker. Set the burner to high flame and cook 
sausages 12–14 minutes or until internal temperature reaches 165°F. 
Place one skewer into each sausage and serve.

Ingredients:

2 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™
3 Italian sausage links
¼ c. whole grain mustard
2 Tbsp. beer (pale ale or other)
Skewers, for serving

In this recipe, flavorful Italian sausage links are smoked and paired 
with a tangy beer-infused mustard, creating the perfect flavor-packed 
appetizer. 
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Chicken Wings

Ingredients:

1 lb. chicken wings
2 Tbsp. Cherry InstaSmoke™

¼ c. honey
3 Tbsp. Dijon mustard
¾ tsp. cumin
½ tsp. chili flakes 
Salt and pepper to taste
Chives, diced, for garnish

When it comes to appetizers, chicken wings are definitely one of the 
most popular and versatile foods available. At one point chicken 
wings were considered a disposable less-desired cut of chicken, but 
these days they’re one of tastiest finger foods you can serve.  

Method:

Sprinkle wings with salt and pepper. Mix honey, mustard, cumin, 
and chili flake then coat wings with mixture. Add InstaSmoke to 
smoker and insert drip tray. Set burner to medium high and cook 
wings on rack for 18 to 20 minutes or until internal temperature 
reaches 165°F. Once cooked, remove drip tray and grate with wings 
and crisp skin in the broiler. Sprinkle with diced chives.
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Poppers are the perfect finger food for anyone who craves the spicy 
deliciousness of fresh chilis. Packed with fresh mozzarella, garlic, and 
pancetta these stuffed peppers are a fantastic way to start your next 
dinner party.

Smoked Jalapeno Poppers

Method:

Coat garlic cloves in olive oil and roast in oven for 45 minutes at 
400°F. Slice jalapeños in half length-wise and remove seeds. Mince 
roasted garlic. 

Cook pancetta in a medium sized pan for 6 to 8 minutes until 
browned and crispy. Slice mozzarella thinly into ½ in. x 1 in. pieces. 

Place InstaSmoke into smoker and load jalapeños onto smoking 
rack. Set burner to high flame and cook 12–14 minutes until 
jalapeños are slightly tender. Remove chilis from smoker and drain 
any excess liquid. Fill each pepper with minced garlic, pancetta and 
cheese. Return peppers to smoker and finish cooking another 3–4 
minutes or until cheese has melted.

Ingredients:

1 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

10 jalapeño poppers
8 oz. mozzarella cheese, grated
½ lb pancetta, thinly sliced
½ c. garlic cloves, roasted
olive oil, as needed
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Polenta Stuffed Mushrooms

The earthy flavor of mushrooms lends itself perfectly to enhancement 
with a touch of smoke. Combined with cheesy polenta, these tiny 
bites are packed with a huge flavor punch. 

Method:

Remove stems from mushrooms and slice a small portion from the 
top of the cap so that the mushrooms will sit flat. Combine water, 
half and half, and salt in a medium sized pot and bring to a boil. 
Add polenta and butter and reduce to a simmer. Cook 5–7 minutes 
until polenta is tender and has absorbed water. Add cheese and 
rosemary and stir to combine. Coat mushrooms with olive oil and 
place into smoker. Place InstaSmoke into smoker and set burner to 
high. Cook 12–14 minutes until tender, then remove mushrooms 
from smoker and drain excess liquid. Fill mushroom caps with 
polenta and return mushrooms to smoker, cooking another 2–3 
minutes until warmed through.

Ingredients:

1 Tbsp. Apple InstaSmoke™

18 crimini mushrooms, small
½ cup polenta
1 c. water
1 c. half and half

2 tsp. kosher salt
1 c. double cream fontina
1 tsp. fresh rosemary, minced
1 Tbsp. butter
2 tsp. olive oil
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Smoked Asparagus with Beer Cheddar 
Fondue 

Much like mushrooms, asparagus also has an earthy flavor that 
pairs well with smoke. Sharp cheddar fondue made with an amber 
ale is the perfect dipping sauce for these smoked spears.

Method:

Combine cheddar and flour in a medium size bowl and allow to sit 
at room temperature approximately 1 hour before cooking. Add olive 
oil to a medium sized pot and heat over medium low flame until hot. 
Add garlic and sauté 20–30 seconds until fragrant. Add beer and 
cook until almost simmering. Turn heat down to low, and stirring 
constantly, slowly add cheese until fully melted. Drizzle asparagus 
lightly with olive oil and sprinkle with kosher salt. Load the smoker 
with InstaSmoke and place the asparagus into the smoker. Set the 
burner to high and smoke asparagus for 15–20 minutes until just 
tender. Serve asparagus with warm fondue garnished with fresh 
cracked pepper.

Ingredients:

2 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

1 Bunch Asparagus
¾ c. beer
1 tsp. garlic, minced 
1 tsp. olive oil

1½ cups sharp cheddar cheese, 
shredded
1 Tbsp. all-purpose flour
kosher salt, to taste
½ tsp. pepper
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Smoked Hummus

Hummus is an international dish that’s extremely versatile. Flavors 
like garlic, roasted bell peppers, or even spicy peppers all work well in 
this dip. In this recipe we’ve put a new twist on classic hummus by 
smoking the garbanzo beans.

Method:

Drain and rinse garbanzo beans. Load the smoker with InstaSmoke 
and place the beans directly into the drip tray. Set the burner to high 
flame and smoke beans for 4–5 minutes. Remove beans from smoker 
and allow to cool. Place beans, lemon juice, garlic, tahini, salt and 
paprika into a food processor or blender. Blend thoroughly while 
adding olive oil until a smooth consistency is achieved. Garnish 
hummus with additional paprika and cilantro. Serve with tortilla 
chips, pita bread or fresh vegetables. 

Ingredients:

1 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

1 can garbanzo beans (1½ c.)
1 Tbsp. plus 2 tsp. lemon juice
1 tsp garlic, chopped
2 tsp. kosher salt

¼ c. tahini
1 tsp. paprika
½ c. olive oil
1 tsp. cilantro
Aluminum foil
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Garlic and parmesan go together like spaghetti and meatballs, but 
they’re even better with a touch of smoke! Add a few pinches of chili 
flakes and you’ve got smoky, garlicky perfection—with just a touch  
of zing.

Garlic Parmesan Chicken Wings

Method:

Mince garlic and chop parsley. In a medium sauté pan melt butter 
and cook garlic 1–2 minutes over low heat until fragrant, then set 
aside. Sprinkle wings with salt and pepper. Add InstaSmoke to 
smoker and insert drip tray. Set burner to medium high and cook 
wings 18 to 20 minutes or until internal temperature reaches 165°F. 
Once cooked, remove drip tray and grate with wings from smoker 
and broil in the oven until crisp. Place wings in a medium sized 
bowl and pour garlic/butter over wings. Add parmesan and parsley 
to bowl and toss wings to thoroughly coat. Sprinkle finished wings 
with chili flakes.

Ingredients:

1 Tbsp. Apple InstaSmoke™

1½ lbs. chicken wings
1 head garlic, peeled and minced
1 stick butter
¼ c. parmesan, grated

¼ c. parsley
1 tsp. chili flakes
Kosher salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste
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Desserts and Snacks

Believe it or not, smoking isn’t just for meats and vegetables 
anymore. The versatility of the stovetop smoker allows you to smoke 
desserts and snacking foods as well. Using the mesh smoking screen, 
it’s possible to smoke items that would normally slip through the 
included grill grate. Here are some examples of what you can smoke:

Nuts: Almonds, Hazelnuts, Pistachios

Cheeses: Brie, Camembert, Cheddar, Gouda

Fruits: Peaches, Apples, Nectarines, Pineapple

Smoked Peaches with Vanilla Ice Cream

Ingredients:

1 peach    2 Tbsp. Apple InstaSmoke™
2 scoops vanilla ice cream  ½ tsp. cinnamon.

Method:

Slice peach into 6 slices. Load into smoker with InstaSmoke. Smoke 
over high heat 15–20 minutes. Serve over vanilla ice cream sprinkled 
with cinnamon.

Not only are smoked peaches delicious, they’re incredibly easy to 
make. This recipe pairs smoked peaches with vanilla ice cream for 
an updated version of classic peaches and cream
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Ribs are one of the most beloved cuts of meat when it comes to 
barbecue and smoking. This recipe keeps it simple with a classic bbq 
sauce glaze.

Classic BBQ Beef Ribs

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

1 small rack beef back ribs
1 c. bbq sauce
kosher salt, to taste
pepper, to taste

For the rub:
2 Tbsp. paprika
1 tsp. garlic powder
1 tsp. onion powder
¾ tsp. mustard powder
½ tsp. cayenne
2 tsp. kosher salt
1 tsp. pepper

Method:

Combine all rub ingredients and mix well. Remove membrane from 
ribs using a spoon. Season ribs with salt and pepper then coat with 
rub ingredients. Pour half of the barbecue sauce over the ribs and 
use a basting brush to coat the ribs thoroughly. Add InstaSmoke and 
set up smoker for wet smoking. (see page v for technique). Set burner 
to high and preheat smoker to 200°F. Once the smoker gets close 
to 200°F, turn the flame down to medium-low to maintain steady 
temperature. Continue to baste ribs two to three times through the 
cooking process. Cook ribs 2–3 hours until tender. Remove ribs 
from smoker and brush once more with sauce. Broil until sauce is 
caramelized.
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Heat meets sweet in this delicious rib recipe that was created for 
those who love spicy ribs. Mashed sweet potatoes round out this meal 
for a total comfort food experience. 

Habanero Honey Beef Ribs with Mashed 
Sweet Potatoes

Method:

Remove membrane from ribs using a spoon. Sprinkle ribs with salt 
and pepper. Mix cumin and paprika then sprinkle onto ribs. Mix 
habanero peppers, honey, and vinegar. Pour half of the mixture onto 
the ribs and use a basting brush to coat the ribs thoroughly. Place 
sweet potatoes into a pot of water and bring to a simmer, then turn 
heat down to low. Cook potatoes until fork tender. In a small sauté 
pan melt butter and cook garlic 30 seconds until fragrant. Add cream 
and bring to a simmer. Drain potatoes and add in cream mixture 
slowly until desired consistency is reached. Mash potatoes until 
smooth.

Add InstaSmoke and set up smoker for wet smoking (see page v for 
technique). preheat smoker to 200°F, and turn heat to medium low. 
Baste ribs once an hour for 2–3 hours. Place ribs under broiler until 
sauce is caramelized.

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

1 small rack baby back pork ribs 
1 habañero pepper, seeded and 
minced
¼ c. red wine vinegar
½ c. honey
1 tsp. cumin
1 tsp. paprika

Salt & pepper to taste

For the potatoes:
2 sweet potatoes (peeled & 
diced into cubes)
¾ c. cream
½ stick butter (4 oz.)
1 tsp. garlic, minced
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Chipotle peppers are essentially smoke-dried jalapeños, often found 
canned in adobo sauce. This Southwestern-style ribs recipe combines 
chipotle, honey and cumin for a simple yet delicious flavor profile.

Chipotle Pork Ribs 

Method:

Remove membrane from ribs using a spoon and season with salt 
and pepper. Remove seeds from chipotle chilies and mince finely. 
Sprinkle ribs with cumin. Combine honey, chipotles, and lime 
juice and thoroughly brush each side of the ribs with the mixture. 
Add InstaSmoke and set up smoker for wet smoking (see page v for 
technique). Preheat smoker on high until temperature reaches 200°F, 
then turn heat down to medium low. Baste ribs with honey/chilies 
mixture once an hour for 2–3 hours. Remove ribs and broil until 
sauce has caramelized.

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

½ rack baby back pork ribs
½ c. honey
¼ c. lime juice
1 tsp. cumin
2 T. chipotle chilies, seeded
Kosher salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste
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Peaches and balsamic vinegar contribute sweet, tangy notes to these 
pork ribs. Paired with a side of roasted rosemary potatoes, this recipe 
is a tasty must-try meal.

Peach Balsamic Pork Ribs with Rosemary 
Potatoes

Method:

Remove membrane from ribs using a spoon and season with salt and 
pepper. Preheat oven to 400°F. In a medium sized pot, sauté onions 
until soft. Add remaining sauce ingredients and bring to a simmer. 
Reduce heat to medium low and cook sauce 7–10 minutes, stirring 
occasionally. Purée sauce in a food processor and pour half the 
mixture over the ribs; brush to coat. Load InstaSmoke into smoker 
and set up for wet smoking (see page v for technique). Set burner to 
high and preheat to 200°F. Once preheated, turn the flame down to 
medium low to maintain temperature. Baste ribs two to three times 
throughout the cooking process. Cook ribs 2–3 hours until tender. 
Remove ribs from smoker and brush once more with sauce.

Slice potatoes in half length-wise and season with rosemary, olive oil, 
salt and pepper. Place potatoes into oven and roast for 20–25 minutes 
until tender. 

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Cherry InstaSmoke™

1 small rack baby back pork ribs

For the potatoes:
2 lbs. marble potatoes
2 Tbsp. olive oil
1 sprig rosemary, chopped
Kosher salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste

For the sauce:
1 c. canned peaches, diced 
¼ c. balsamic vinegar 
1 c. yellow onion, diced
¼ c. brown sugar
2 Tbsp. water
¼ c. tomato paste
¼ c. ketchup
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Bourbon and barbecue are two icons of the South, so the idea of 
mixing them together for the perfect flavor profile feels like it was 
meant to be. These ribs are basted with a bourbon infused barbecue 
sauce that brings even more wood flavor into the mix.

Bourbon BBQ Short Ribs

Method:

Combine cayenne, ginger, sugar, paprika, and salt; rub spice mixture 
onto short ribs. Simmer bourbon in a medium pot for 30 seconds 
to cook out alcohol. Add apple butter, molasses, and vinegar to 
the simmering bourbon. Reduce heat to low and cook sauce 7–10 
minutes. Pour half of the sauce onto the ribs and brush meat on all 
sides thoroughly. Place InstaSmoke into the smoker and set up for wet 
smoking (see page v for technique). Set burner to high and preheat 
smoker to 200°F. Once the smoker gets close to 200°F, turn the flame 
down to medium low to maintain steady temperature. 

Continue to baste ribs two to three times through the cooking 
process. Cook ribs 2–3 hours until tender. Broil ribs until sauce is 
caramelized.

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Mesquite InstaSmoke™

1 lb. short ribs
For the sauce:
½ c. bourbon
½ c. apple butter
1 tsp. molasses
1 Tbsp. apple cider vinegar

For the rub:
½ tsp. cayenne
½ tsp. ginger powder
2 Tbsp. brown sugar
1 Tbsp. paprika
2 tsp. kosher salt
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Of course, no smoker recipe book would be complete without a 
brisket recipe. This one is a simple, classic tribute to the smoked 
brisket any smoking fan can appreciate.

Classic Smoked Brisket

Method:

Spread mustard onto brisket to coat. Combine rub ingredients and 
coat brisket thoroughly. Load InstaSmoke into smoker and set up 
for wet smoking. Set burner to high flame and preheat to 200°F. 
Once preheated, turn the flame down to medium low to maintain 
temperature. Cook brisket for 4–6 hours or until meat is fork tender. 
Broil brisket until sauce is caramelized. Slice brisket aginst the grain 
and serve with your favorite BBQ sauce.

Note: For more convenient brisket, consider using your oven, 
immersion circulator or crock pot to cook the meat most of the 
way through. Finish the brisket in the smoker during the final 30 
minutes of the cooking process.

Ingredients:

6 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

2½ lbs. brisket
2 Tbsp. Dijon mustard 

For the rub:
¼ c. brown sugar 
2 Tbsp. paprika
½ tsp. cayenne 
1 tsp. celery Seed 
1 tsp. Pepper
1 Tbsp. + 1 tsp. kosher salt
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One of the more flavorful and marbeled cuts of meat, ribeye steaks 
taste amazing when run through an indoor smoker. Just a few 
teaspoons of wood chips will have your guests swearing that their 
steaks just came off the grill.

Garlic Thyme Ribeye Steaks with Lemon 
Broccolini

Method: 

Preheat oven to 400F. 

Mince garlic, thyme, rosemary, salt, and pepper then combine with 
olive oil. Rub steaks thoroughly with oil/herb mixture and place 
into the smoker with InstaSmoke. Set burner to high flame and 
cook steaks 20–24 minutes or until an internal temperature of 140°F 
is reached. While steaks are cooking, coat the broccolini with lemon 
oil and salt, then roast in the oven 15–20 minutes until just tender. 

Once cooked, remove drip tray and grate with steaks and broil in 
oven until caramelized.

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

2 ribeye steaks, boneless  
(14-16 oz. each)
½ c. extra virgin olive oil
1 Tbsp. fresh thyme
1 tsp. fresh rosemary

½ tsp. kosher salt
1½ tsp. fresh black pepper
6 cloves garlic
1 bunch broccolini
2 tsp. lemon infused olive oil
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Gouda, mushrooms, and beef are three ingredients that are perfect 
for the addition of smoke. If you’ve never tried a smoked burger, this 
recipe should be first on your list.

Smoked Mushroom Gouda Burgers  
with Onion Rings

Method:

Slice mushrooms and place into a small foil pouch. Mix flour, eggs, 
and beer to form batter and set aside. Divide burger meat into two 
equal pieces and form into patties, then season with salt and pepper. 
Place InstaSmoke into smoker, load mushrooms onto smoking rack, 
and set burner to high. Cook mushrooms for 5–7 minutes, then add 
burgers and cook for 12–13 minutes, adding cheese during final 2 
minutes of cooking. 

Slice onion into ¼ in. rings, coat with batter and fry in hot peanut 
oil for 3–4 minutes or until golden brown.

Toast buns and assemble burgers with remaining ingredients.

Ingredients:

2 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

    lb. ground beef
2 brioche buns
2 slices Gouda 
1½ c. crimini mushrooms
1 c. mixed greens
2 Tbsp. mayonnaise 

For the Onion Rings:
1 yellow onion
1½ cups all-purpose flour
1 egg
½ c. beer
3 cups peanut oil, for frying



CHERRY  CHIPS
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Herb Crusted Salmon with Roasted  
Shallot Green Beans

Salmon is by far one of the most popular types of fish to be cooked 
in a smoker. These filets are coated with an herb blend and served 
alongside roasted shallot green beans.

Method:

Mince thyme and rosemary and combine in a small bowl. Mince 
dill and set aside. Remove stems from beans, dice shallots and slice 
garlic thinly. Drizzle beans with olive oil, and sprinkle with salt 
and pepper. Season salmon with salt and pepper, then coat with 
the thyme/rosemary mix. Sear green beans in a hot cast iron pan, 
add shallots and garlic, then roast in the oven 18–20 minutes. As 
the beans cook, load InstaSmoke and salmon into the smoker on 
a piece of parchment paper. Cook salmon over high heat 18 to 22 
minutes or until desired consistency is reached. Garnish salmon with 
chopped dill.

Ingredients:

2 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

2 salmon filets (6 oz. each)
1 bunch fresh thyme, minced
1 sprig rosemary, minced
1 sprig dill, minced

For the Green Beans:
1 lb. green beans
2 large shallots, small dice
3 cloves garlic, sliced
3 Tbsp. olive oil
Kosher salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste
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If mustard left its best impression on only one food, it would 
definitely be pork. Paired with flavor-packed roasted brussel sprouts, 
this recipe is a flavor explosion just waiting to be savored.

Spicy Mustard Glazed Pork Chops with 
Brussels Sprouts

Method:

Preheat oven to 425°F. Cut stems from Brussels sprouts and slice in 
half lengthwise. Roughly chop hazelnuts and set aside. In a medium 
sized bowl, toss Brussels sprouts with olive oil and season with salt 
and pepper. Place sprouts in a roasting pan and roast 30–35 minutes 
until tender. Add melted butter to pan and stir to coat sprouts. 
Meanwhile, combine mustards and brush pork chops with mixture, 
along with salt and pepper; place into the smoker with InstaSmoke. 
Set burner to high flame and cook 22–24 minutes or until an 
internal temperature of 140°F is reached.

Once cooked, remove drip tray and grate with pork chops and broil 
in oven until caramelized.

Ingredients:

2 Tbsp. Apple InstaSmoke™

2 pork chops
2 Tbsp. whole grain mustard
2 Tbsp. hot sweet mustard 
½ tsp. kosher salt
½ tsp. black pepper

For the Brussels Sprouts:
1 lb. Brussels sprouts
1 c. hazelnuts, toasted and 
chopped
¼ cup parmesan 
2 Tbsp. melted butter
2 Tbsp. lemon juice
1 Tbsp. olive oil
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The club sandwich is an all-American summertime favorite. This 
simple sandwich doesn’t need much to be delicious, but an infusion 
of smoke flavor is sure to take things to the next level.

Smoked Chicken Club Sandwich

Method:

Preheat oven to 425°F and cook bacon 22 to 24 minutes until 
browned and slightly crispy. Meanwhile, place InstaSmoke in smoker 
and set up for wet smoking. Season chicken with salt and pepper and 
cook for 20–22 minutes on high or until an internal temperature 
of 165°F is reached. Slice tomatoes thinly. Once chicken and bacon 
have finished cooking, lightly toast the bread. Spread mayonnaise 
onto each slice of bread and assemble sandwich with chicken, 
lettuce, tomato and bacon.  

Ingredients:

3 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

2 small chicken breasts 
6 slices sourdough bread
1 tomato
2 leaves butter lettuce

6 slices bacon
¼ c. mayonnaise
Kosher salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste
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Stuffed Bell Peppers with Wild Rice

Ingredients:

1 Tbsp. Hickory InstaSmoke™

2 bell peppers, any color
¾ c. wild rice mix
1½ tsp. kosher salt
2 c. water
2 c. vegetable broth 

1 c. yellow onion, small dice
1 c. Italian sausage
1 c. cheddar cheese
1 tsp. olive oil
Black pepper, to taste

Bell peppers are the perfect vegetable to stuff with your favorite 
ingredients. This recipe features sausage, wild rice, and cheddar 
cheese for a filling and fun entree.

Method:

Remove tops from bell peppers and scoop out seeds and membrane. 
Cut onions into small dice. Cut sausages into quarters length wise, 
then cut into ¼ in. pieces. Fill a medium pot with vegetable stock and 
water and bring to a boil. Cook rice mix in boiling water until grains 
split, about 20–25 minutes. In a sturdy-bottomed pan sauté sausage 
in 1 tsp. olive oil until lightly browned, then add onion and cook 
until caramelized. Remove pan from heat and add rice and ¾ cup 
of cheddar and stir to combine. Fill each pepper with the rice mix, 
place into the smoker with InstaSmoke and cook peppers for 30–35 
minutes until tender. During final minutes of cooking, add remaining 
¼ cup of cheese on top of peppers and cook until just melted.
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There's no substitute for the complex and distinct flavors you can 
achieve by smoking your food, but using a traditional smoker requires 
a lot of space and money. There wasn't a quick, convenient way to 
smoke foods indoors…until now!

Using the Charcoal Companion® KitchenQue™ StoveTop Smoker, 
this recipe book guides you toward mastery of smoked foods like 
brisket, ribs chicken, seafood, and even appetizers like stuffed 
mushrooms and smoky hummus— in the comfort of your kitchen. 

With 19 recipes and discussions of techniques and wood types, you 
can explore new tastes and make smoking a year-round tradition in 
your home.

Emeryville, CA 94608
www.unionsquaregroup.us
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